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Lena© 

The pattern contains 3 variations! 
The pattern is not recommended for beginners! 
Variant A Marie: Wrap- dress, long like a tunic with ribbon for tying and sleeveless.  
With instructions. 2 fabric ribbons length 30 cm/1113⁄16in and 75 cm/2917⁄32in 

Fabric width 140 cm/551⁄8in
Size    fabric length  lining length 
2Y/3Y   55 cm/2121⁄32in 55 cm/2121⁄32in 
4Y/5Y    62 cm/2413⁄32in 62 cm/2413⁄32in 
6Y/7Y   70 cm/279⁄16in             70 cm/279⁄16in       
8Y/9Y    80 cm/311⁄2in  80 cm/311⁄2in 

Variant B: Wrap- dress with 2 buttons and without sleeve cuffs                                                   
Without instructions, you can use the instructions of model C Lena.                                             2 
fabric ribbon length 30 cm/1113⁄16in and 2 buttons to be covered in fabric. 
Variant C Lena : Wrap- dress with ribbons for tying, 1 button 1,5 cm/019⁄32in  
or 2 cm/025⁄32in and with sleeve cuffs. 
With instructions! 
Fabric width 140 cm/551⁄8in 
Size    fabric length  Fabric length(Lining) 
2Y/3Y   95 cm/3713⁄32in 95 cm/3713⁄32in      
4Y/5Y   115 cm /459⁄32in 115 cm /459⁄32in  
6Y/7Y   130 cm/513⁄16in 130 cm/513⁄16in      
8Y/9Y   155 cm/611⁄32in 155 cm/611⁄32in 
Recommended fabrics: Fleece, boiled wool fabric, interlock knits, velour knits, jersey knits. 
Lining: Jersey knits, Interlock knits, velour knits, cotton fabric.  

The seam allowances are included, as shown in pattern. 

Lay out the pattern pieces on a double layer of fabric (right sides facing). 

Important for e-book: 
“Page, Sizing and Handling” should be set to “Actual size”. No scaling is required while 
printing. Printing orientation should be set to “Auto Portrait/ Landscape”.  
Please check if the measure square 5 cm to 5 cm/ 1 25⁄32 in. to 1 25⁄32 in. matches with 
your printing.

A Marie B C Lena
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Heart pocket:  
pin heart pocket panels 
right sides together and 
stitch. Leave a little 
opening 2 cm for turning 
bag inside out. Trim and 
taper seam allowances. 

Turn pockets inside out 
and press. 

Please note: the photo is 
described with a different 
fabric color. 

Pin heart pockets to front 
panels as marked on the 
pattern. By topstitching, 
the opening is closed. 
Leave pocket opening 
between marks unstitched.  
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Assembling: Outer fabric 
and lining the same! 

Outer fabric: 
stitch shoulder seams right 
sides facing. 


